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Using atomic interference to probe atom-surface interactions

Roberta Marani, Laurent Cognet, Veronique Savalli, Nathalie Westbrook, Christoph I. Westbrook, and Alain Asp
Laboratoire Charles Fabry de l’Institut d’Optique, Unite´ Mixte du CNRS no. 8501, BP 147, 91403 Orsay Cedex, France

~Received 3 November 1999; published 6 April 2000!

We show that atomic interference in the reflection from two suitably polarized evanescent waves is sensitive
to retardation effects in the atom-surface interaction for specific experimental parameters. We study the limit of
short and long atomic de Broglie wavelengths. The former case is analyzed in the semiclassical approximation
~Landau-Zener model!. The latter represents a quantum regime and is analyzed by solving numerically the
associated coupled Schro¨dinger equations. We consider a specific experimental scheme and show the results
for rubidium ~short wavelength! and the much lighter metastable helium atom~long wavelength!. The merits
of each case are then discussed.

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Vk, 34.20.2b, 32.80.Lg, 03.75.2b
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between a ground-state atom and a die
tric or conducting wall has been investigated theoretica
@1–10# and experimentally@11–14#. Theoretical studies hav
been performed on different levels, from a simple model o
dipole-dipole interaction of the atom and its mirror image,
the full QED relativistic quantum treatment. Interesting
particular are the long-range Casimir interactions@6# that
were recently observed in cavity QED experiments@13,14#.
When the atom-wall distancez is not small compared to th
wavelength of the dominant atomic transitions, thez23 law
associated with the instantaneous electrostatic interactio
no longer valid. The full QED treatment leads to the famo
long-distancez24 law.

Recent experimental developments enable precise
nipulation of cold atoms by lasers, see, e.g., Ref.@15#. Small
and well defined velocities of the atoms can be achie
using advanced cooling and launching techniques and a
tuned laser field can be used to create controlled and ad
able potentials for the atoms. Under these conditions, at
can be used to explore the atom-surface potential, for
ample, using evanescent-wave mirrors. Classical reflec
from such an atomic mirror was used to measure the van
Waals force between a dielectric surface and an atom in
ground state@11#. This experiment though, could not full
discriminate between the electrostatic and the QED exp
sions. Segevet al. @16# considered a similar experiment i
the quantum regime~atoms undergoing above-barrier, cla
sically forbidden reflection!. Unlike classical reflection
which can only be used to identify thresholds and to meas
the height of the potential barrier, quantum probabilities
determined by the complete potential curve, and are sens
to the short- and long-range behavior of the potential. It w
found that, for velocities of the order of the recoil speed,
quantum reflection probabilities are indeed sensitive to
long-range~Casimir! interaction.

In this work we study how the form of the atom-surfa
interaction can be observed using atomic interference of
type reported in Ref.@17#. We consider atoms with multiple
ground-state sublevels, which feel different potentials in
evanescent radiation field. These potentials can be probe
using stimulated Raman transitions within the evanesc
1050-2947/2000/61~5!/053402~7!/$15.00 61 0534
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wave. These transitions exhibit interference effects wh
phases depend on the atomic trajectories and on the e
potential, as in quantum reflection. An important aspect
the effects we discuss here is that they occur for higher
cident velocities than those considered in Ref.@16# and may
therefore be experimentally easily accessible. Furtherm
even for small velocities~near the recoil velocity! the effects
are more dramatic than those shown by quantum reflect

As discussed in Refs.@18# and @17#, the experiment is
analogous to an atom interferometer whose size is of
order of a fraction of the evanescent wave decay length,k21.
We will focus on three experimental cases: in the first,
atomic de Broglie wavelengthldB!k21. This leads to inter-
ference fringes analogous to those in any other interfero
eter. It corresponds to the experiment described in Ref.@17#
in which rubidium~Rb! atoms are dropped from a height o
about 2 cm. Second, we will repeat the situation of the fi
case, but with Rb replaced by metastable helium~He*!. In
this case we haveldB/2p. a few k21, which allows for
only a few interference fringes. This allows us to illustra
how the signal changes when only the atomic specie
changed. Finally, we will examine the case whereldB/2p
.k21, taking He* atoms at the recoil velocity as our e
ample. No fringes are present, but a strong dependenc
the nature of the atom-wall potential is demonstrated.
simplify the discussion, we work with a two-level mode
between the initial atomic state and the adjacent one in
ground-state manifold, thus neglecting the populations of
other ground state sublevels as well as the excited levels.
the atom-wall interaction we will use the published valu
for each atom.

In the shortldB limit, the motion of the atom can be
treated semiclassically. We thus calculate the transition pr
ability between the two atomic levels according to t
Landau-Zener model for adiabatic transitions. In the ot
cases, the study of the atomic motion requires a fu
quantum-mechanical treatment. We study these cases
solving the associated coupled Schro¨dinger equations nu-
merically.

In Sec. II we describe the physical system and the the
for atomic interference. In Sec. III the results are presen
Discussion and conclusions are given in Sec. IV.
©2000 The American Physical Society02-1
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II. MODEL FOR INTERFERENCE
OF MULTIPLE GROUND-STATE SUBLEVELS

We will focus on an experimental setup along the lines
Fig. 1. Here, a strong laser beam with frequencyv and trans-
verse magnetic~TM! polarization~i.e., magnetic field per-
pendicular to the plane of incidence! creates an evanesce
wave, which is nearlys2 circularly polarized with respect to
the y axis. A second weak laser beam with frequencyv
2Dv and transverse electric~TE! polarization~i.e., electric
field perpendicular to the plane of incidence! creates anothe
evanescent wave withp polarization along they axis.

Atoms normally incident on the evanescent wave move
an effective optical potentialV̂light ~which in general depend
on the internal state of the atom! and an attractive atom-wa
interactionV̂wall . The total potential is given by

Û~z!5V̂light~z!1V̂wall~z!. ~1!

A. Optical potential

Let us consider an atom in the evanescent field and
sume for simplicity that thes2 polarized wave is strong
compared to thep wave. Thes2 component lifts the mag
netic ~Zeeman! degeneracy of the atomic ground state~the
quantization axis is in theŷ direction!, so that each magneti
sublevel feels a different optical potential. To first order, t
p polarized wave produces a coupling between the ato
sublevels via a Raman transition: for example, starting fr
the sublevelmi , the atom absorbs as2 polarized photon and
emits a stimulated photon withp polarization. The atom thus
ends up in themi21 substate with its total energy increas
by \Dv. This transition is resonant when\Dv is equal to
the energy difference between the magnetic sublevels. If
two evanescent waves are counterpropagating, in the re
ence frame moving with the optical grating, the situati

FIG. 1. Typical experimental setup. The atoms are released f
a magneto-optical trap above the prism. Two slightly detuned la
beams of polarizations TM@and frequencyv/(2p)] and TE @and
frequency (v2Dv)/(2p)] form evanescent waves on the surfa
of the prism of polarizationss2 andp, respectively (y is the quan-
tization axis!. The reflected atoms are detected by a detection be
05340
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corresponds to grazing incidence diffraction@17#. For a re-
view of the theoretical understanding of atomic diffractio
and interference from evanescent waves, see Ref.@19#.

In the limit of low saturation and a detuningd large com-
pared to both the frequency differenceDv and the natural
linewidth, the excited state manifold may be eliminated ad
batically, and, for a ground state of total angular moment
~including nuclear spin! Jg , the atomic wave function is de
scribed by the 2Jg11 Zeeman componentsum&,m5
2Jg , . . . ,1Jg . An atom at a distancez from the surface of
the mirror is subject to an optical potentialV̂light(z) whose
matrix elements are of the form@we suppose that the fre
quency differenceDv and Zeeman shift are negligible com
pared to the detuningd and the hyperfine structure of th
excited level#

^muV̂light~z!um8&5
d2

\d
(

q,q8,me ,Je

Eq* ~z!Eq8~z!

3~Jgm;1quJeme!~JemeuJgm8;1q8!,

~2!

where a product of Clebsch-Gordon coefficients appears
the right-hand side, the electric field polarization is expand
in the usual spherical basis with coefficientsEq , (q5
21,0,11), andd is the reduced dipole moment. The optic
potential couples different Zeeman sublevels if the field
not in a pure polarization state with respect to this basis, a
the setup considered in this work. The optical potential d
to the two evanescent waves can then be written as

^muV̂light~z!um8&5
d2

\d
Cmm8 exp~22kz!, ~3!

where the Cmm8 coefficients are given by the Clebsch
Gordon coefficients times the field amplitudes at the surf
z50 @see Eq. ~2!#. The inverse decay lengthk is k
5k@(n sinu)221)]1/2, wherek5v/c is the free field wave
vector, assumed to be the same for each laser,n is the re-
fraction index of the prism andu is the angle of incidence o
the lasers with the surface. In our calculations we will alwa
usen51.87 andu553°. The wave vectork is different for
each atom.

B. Atom-wall potential

The simplest model for the interaction of a ground-st
atom and a wall of dielectric constante considers the inter-
action between a dipoled and its mirror image and yields th
Lennard-Jones potential,

Vwall
LJ ~z!52

e21

e11 S ^di
2&12^d'

2 &
64pe0

D 1

z3
[2

e21

e11

C(3)

z3
,

~4!

where ^di
2& and ^d'

2 & are the expectation values of th
squared dipole parallel and perpendicular to the surface@1#,

m
er

m.
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@20#. This expression for the potential is approximately va
for e independent of frequency andkz much smaller than
unity.

If we take into account retardation effects, the Casim
Polder potential is obtained, where the finite propagat
time between the dipole and its image results in a differ
power-law behavior for largez @2#,

lim
z→`

Vwall
CP ~z!}z24. ~5!

In the complete QED theory the interaction potential b
tween an atom of polarizabilitya(v) at a distancez from a
dielectric wall can be written as@5#

Vwall
QED~z!52

\

8p2c3E0

`

dvv3a~v!

3S E
0

1

dp1E
0

i`

dpDH~p,e!exp~22ipvz/c!

~6!

with

H~p!5
Ae211p22p

Ae211p21p
1~122p2!

Ae211p22ep

Ae211p21ep
.

~7!

The numerical values of the constantC(3) for Rb and He*
atoms used in this paper are given in Table I, as well as
numerical values of some other important parameters. S
the atom is in a ground state withl 50, the value ofC(3) is
the same for any magnetic or hyperfine sublevel. T
detailed interaction between a ground-state Rb or metast
He atom and a dielectric surface were recently calcula
For the van der Waals potential we have used data f
Ref. @21# for Rb and from Ref.@22# for He*. In the former

TABLE I. Values of parameters used in the text for Rb and H
laser wavelengthl, atomic transition widthG, recoil energyEr ,
van der Waals coefficientC(3) @see Eq.~4!#. Definition of the initial
and final atomic state (i and f ). Optical potential coefficientsCi j

@see Eq.~3!#. We assume here that thes2 wave (E21) is much
stronger than thep wave (E0). The dielectric constant of the wall i
e53.49 andk51.52k. ~The asterisk denotes the complex con
gate.!

Parameter Rb He*

l 78031029 m 108331029 m
G 2p5.93106 s21 2p1.63106 s21

Er 6.431024\G 2.631022\G

C(3) 0.113\G/l3 0.125\G/l3

statei 5S1/2,F52,mF52 23S1 ,J51,mJ51
statef 5S1/2,F52,mF51 23S1 ,J51,mJ50
Cii

1
3 uE21(0)u2 1

6 uE21(0)u2

Cf f
1
2 uE21(0)u2 1

2 uE21(0)u2

Ci f E21* (0)E0(0)A2/3 1
3 E21* (0)E0(0)
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work an interpolation formula for the van der Waals pote
tial is given as Vwall

QED(z)5Vwall
LJ (z)0.987@(111.098z)21

20.00493z(110.00987z320.00064z4)21# where z is ex-
pressed in units of the laser wavelengthl/(2p). This for-
mula approximates the numerical calculation with a 0.6
accuracy between 0 and 10l/(2p).

C. Population transfer

In this work we will consider only population transfe
from the incident subleveli to the final onef (mf5mi21),
that is only two levels. This is a good approximation if th
coupling is weak enough for the population of the other le
els to be negligible. An example of the total interaction p
tential from Eq.~1! is shown in Fig. 2. TheU f f potential
curve has been shifted vertically by2\Dv, corresponding
to the kinetic energy change. Then the two~adiabatic! poten-
tial curves cross at the point of resonance. The coupling tu
the exact crossing into an avoided crossing. An incom
wave function in themi channel is split in two parts that ar
subsequently reflected from their respective repulsive po
tials and recombined after the second passage at the cros
Thus, the evanescent wave realizes a ‘‘Michelson inter
ometer’’ with a single beam splitter and two mirrors.

When the atomicldB is short, the avoided crossing can b
treated by means of the semiclassical Landau-Zener m
for nonadiabatic transitions@23#. Assuming that the atom
moves through the crossing with a constant velocityvc ~fixed
by energy conservation!, the Landau-Zener formula allow
one to compute the probability amplitude for the two atom
levels after the crossing. The transition probabilitywi f from
the initial subleveli to the final sublevelf is given by

wi , f54TLZRLZ cos2~df!, ~8!

:

FIG. 2. Typical potential curves experienced by the atoms d
ing reflection. The potential for statef is shifted by the Raman
energy2\Dv. The atoms approach the potential barrier in stati,
pass through the curve crossing twice and can end up on either
i or f. For each final situation, two paths are possible~between the
crossing and the turning points! and can interfere producing fringe
as a function of the location of the crossing.
2-3
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whereRLZ512TLZ and the transmission coefficient isTLZ

5 exp(2pL), with L52u^ i uÛu f &u2/(\2kDvvc).
The phase differencedf is given by the difference in the

phase shifts between the crossing and the turning point
the semiclassical approximation, plus a correction term@24#:

df5
1

\ F E
zf ,r

zc
dzpf~z!2E

zi ,r

zc
dzpi~z!G

1
p

4
1

L

2
logS L

2eD1argFGS 12 i
L

2 D G , ~9!

wherezc is the position of the crossing point,zn,r the clas-
sical return point for an atom in thenth level, pn(z) its
momentum, andG the gamma function.

Changing the frequency differenceDv/(2p) causes a
change in the length of one of the interferometer arms, th
change in the phase differencedf between the two paths. A
a consequence we expect the transition probability to sh
oscillations inDv ~Stückelberg oscillations!. We will see in
the next section thatdf is very sensitive to the exact shap
of the potential. The amplitude of the oscillations also d
pends onDv both explicitly and implicitly throughvc ~the
crossing point moves with changingDv).

The Landau-Zener model is a good approximation o
when the atom speed is approximately constant during
crossing. In particular it is not valid when the classical retu
point and the crossing are close to each other or when th
Broglie wavelength of the atom is of the order of the wid
of the interaction region. In order to explore this lon
wavelength regime, we have to forgo the semiclass
Landau-Zener model and solve numerically the coup
Schrödinger equations for the system. Since atoms that c
the potential barrier stick to the dielectric surface, the app
priate boundary conditions at the surface are those for a
ning wave propagating downward (z→2`), while for z
→` the solution is a superposition of downward~incident!
and upward~reflected! waves. We have integrated the syste
of Schrödinger equations using the renormalized Nume
method@25#. To avoid the singularity at the surface we ha
modified the potential to be a large negative constant n
the interface and verified that the transition probability do
not change by varying the value of the constant.

III. RESULTS

We will present our calculations in two parts. First w
discuss the short-wavelength regime, and point out vari
experimental strategies to observe retardation effects. T
we discuss two cases in which the de Broglie wavelengt
not small compared to the evanescent wave decay length~the
‘‘long-wavelength regime’’!, in which a numerical integra
tion of the Schro¨dinger equation is necessary.

A. Short-wavelength regime

Figure 3 shows a calculation of the population trans
wi f as a function of the frequency differenceDv for the
Lennard-Jones~LJ! and QED model of the van der Waa
05340
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interaction. The value of the light potential is the same
the two curves~i.e., the laser intensity is the same!, and the
incident momentum is 115\k, which corresponds to Rb at
oms dropped from a height of 2.3 cm. We use the Land
Zener approach to calculate the transfer probability@see Eq.
~8!#. As in Refs.@18# and @17#, we observe Stu¨ckelberg os-
cillations in the transfer probability. These oscillations c
be understood as the variations in the accumulated ph
difference between the two different paths taken by the
oms after the level crossing shown in Fig. 2. The de Brog
wavelengthldB is such that several fringes appear as
position of the level crossing is moved through its possi
range. The last oscillation at the higher frequencies is wh
the crossing point and the classical return point are v
close to each other and the Landau-Zener model bre
down. We have set the probability to zero beyond this lim
In reality, the transition probability falls roughly exponen
tially with frequency, as one finds solving the Schro¨dinger
equations numerically~see next subsection!.

In general, we find that the dephasing between the
curves~with and without retardation effects! is greatest when
the atoms are incident at an energy close to the top of
potential barrier. Note that the height of the barrier is grea
when retardation effects are included, since these reduce
strength of the atom-surface interaction. The effect of re
dation is roughly to shift these fringes by half a fringe to t
left. The major cause of this shift is the increase in the hei
of the total potential which is greater for thei level than the
f level. A 10% increase in the value of the light-shift pote
tial would exhibit nearly the same shift. Therefore, since it
not possible to turn retardation on and off, it would be ne
essary to measure absolutely the light-shift potential to be
than 10% in order to distinguish a retardation effect. Expe
mentally this is rather difficult. Instead of attempting to me
sure the absolute light shift, one could rather measure
absolute height of the potential by observing the threshold

FIG. 3. Population transfer from statei to statef after reflection
@wi f from Eq. ~8!# vs frequency differenceDv/(2p) for rubidium
atoms, released 2.3 cm above the mirror,~i.e., with incident mo-
mentum 115\k). The solid line is for the QED model and th
dashed line for the LJ model. The coupling coefficients defined
Eq. ~3! are uCi f u5859Er

Rb and uCii u53.83104Er
Rb.
2-4
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USING ATOMIC INTERFERENCE TO PROBE ATOM- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 053402
reflection as in Ref.@11#, and using the known kinetic energ
of the atoms to get an absolute calibration of the height.
us assume then that the barrier height, instead of the l
intensity, is known. In Fig. 4~a! we show the result with the
same parameters as in Fig. 3 except for the light intensit
the LJ model, which has been changed so as to have
same barrier height as the QED model. In this case the s
is much smaller, about 1/5 of a fringe. We have verified t
even taking into account an experimental uncertainty o
few percent in the height of the corresponding potentials,
two models are still clearly resolved.

This approach seems feasible, but a third method of
serving the effects of retardation is possible if one uses m
of the information available in the oscillation curve. Figu

FIG. 4. Upper figure: population transferwi f @see Eq.~8!# vs
frequency differenceDv/(2p) for rubidium atoms released 2.3 cm
above the mirror~i.e., with incident momentum 115\kRb). The
solid line is for the QED model and the dashed line for the
model. The height of the potential barrier is 1.483104Er

Rb, i.e., the
intensity of the strong laser beam has been adjusted to give
same barrier height for both models. The light-shift coefficients
the QED model are the same as for Fig. 3, while for the LJ mo
uCii u54.113104Er

Rb and uCi f u5890Er
Rb. Lower figure: same pa-

rameters as in the previous figure with the LJ curve artificia
shifted 0.79 MHz to the left in order to show the changes in frin
spacing.
05340
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4~b! shows the same curves as Fig. 4~a! but with the QED
curve numerically shifted so as to coincide with the LJ cur
at its maximum. One sees that the period of these oscillat
is not the same. It decreases with decreasing detuning, fa
for the full QED potential, so that there is a difference in t
spacing of the minima in the population transfer. Thus w
fringes with sufficiently high signal to noise, one can disti
guish retardation while leaving the absolute barrier heigh
a free parameter in a fit to the data. It seems to us th
viable experimental method is to use a combination of
second two approaches. Careful measurements of the ba
height can be used to cross-check a fit to the Stu¨ckelberg
oscillations with the barrier height as a free parameter.

The incident energy, momentum, and barrier height u
in Figs. 3 and 4~a! were arbitrarily chosen to correspond
the experiment in Ref.@17#, but it would be interesting to
know how Figs. 3 and 4~a! would change, especially fo
different incident momenta~de Broglie wavelengths!. We
studied this question by repeating the calculation of Fig. 4~a!,
for different incident momenta, while always keeping t
barrier height 10% above the incident kinetic energy. W
find that, roughly speaking, the number of oscillations
creases as the incident momentum. This is because the n
ber of fringes in the interferogram increases with decreas
wavelength. The accumulated phase difference between
oscillations in the LJ and QED models, over the correspo
ing frequency range, also increases approximately line
with incident momentum. Thus if we consider the fring
shift divided by the fringe period as a figure of merit, th
sensitivity of the experiment to retardation effects increa
with increasing incident momentum.

B. Long-wavelength regime

We now examine the large de Broglie wavelength lim
where the semiclassical model breaks down since the ato
wavelength is not small compared to the interferometer s
We first consider the case of He* atoms dropped from
height of a few cm as for Rb. We show the results in Fig.
For an initial distance of 2.3 cm from the mirror, the incide
momentum of He* is 7.4\k, much lower than for Rb. Again
we will chose the intensities of the strongs2 wave so as to
have the same barrier height for the two potentials, ab
10% above the incident kinetic energy. In this regime,
observe interference, the detuning between the evanes
waves must be of only a few MHz, in fact, beyond about
MHz the crossing point is closer to the surface than the
turn point. One only sees one or two Stu¨ckelberg oscillations
since the momentum involved is small and the atoms do
accumulate enough phase difference to show more osc
tions. The two potentials give similar results~Fig. 5!, the
main difference being in the shape and height of the
peak.

We have also looked at even lower incident momen
Near the recoil limit, one can expect interference only
detunings of less than one MHz and the accumulated ph
difference is too small in this range to show any Stu¨ckelberg
oscillations. Both for He* and Rb one obtains a big peak
the transition probability and no Stu¨ckelberg oscillations, as

he
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ROBERTA MARANI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 053402
expected. The difference between the van der Waals po
tial and the full QED potential still shows up in the differe
shape and height of the peaks~Fig. 6!. Here the width of the
curve is delimited by the frequency for which the classi
return point and the crossing point coincide.

Finally we note that the qualitative features of the sh
and longldB limit are the same for Rb and He*, e.g., He
with an incident momentum of about 100\k gives the same
type of oscillation pattern as Rb.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have proposed an experiment to pr
van der Waals-like surface interactions by exploiting int
ference mechanisms for well defined Zeeman sublevel
atoms moving in two evanescent waves. Retardation ca
resolved using atoms incident at speeds which are easily
tained in free fall over a few centimeters. The controlli
parameter is here the detuning between the two evanes
waves. One then measures the fraction of the atoms w
have undergone a change of magnetic sublevel as a fun
of this detuning.

For the situation in which the atomic de Broglie wav
length is sufficiently small the experiment resembles typi
interferometry experiments. The theoretical description
semiclassical, employing well defined atomic trajectori
while experimentally, one seeks a particular~nonsinusoidal!
fringe pattern as a signature of retardation. This should
possible with an improved version of the experiment of R
@17#.

FIG. 5. Population transferwi f @see Eq.~8!# vs frequency dif-
ferenceDv/(2p) for metastable helium atoms released 2.3
above the mirror~i.e., with incident momentum 7.4\kHe). The solid
line is for the QED model and the dashed line for the LJ model. T
height of the potential barrier is 61Er

He, i.e., the intensity of the
strong laser beam has been adjusted to give the same barrier h
for both models~10% above the incident kinetic energy!. The light-
shift coefficients for the QED model areuCii u5252Er

He uCi f u
520.8Er

He while for the LJ model uCii u5303Er
He and uCi f u

522.7Er
He.
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Another approach is to investigate the interaction of
oms whose de Broglie wavelength is not small compared
the length scale of the interferometer. In this regime mos
the information is to be found in the shape of the populat
transfer curve, since there are very few or zero interfere
fringes. Note though, that we have assumed throughout
the incident atoms are monoenergetic. This means that
velocity spread of the incident atoms must be small co
pared to the atomic recoil. Nevertheless this may be wo
the effort, because the predicted effect of retardation is q
dramatic.

For a quantitative comparison however, the presence
all the sublevels~which give rise to the multiple crossing o
the dressed potentials at the same distancezc from the sur-
face! and, possibly, losses from spontaneous emission h
to be taken into account, but the results are not qualitativ
different.

Note added in proof.Recently we have become aware
an article that discusses a closely related interferometry
periment to probe atom-surface interactions@26#.
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FIG. 6. Population transferwi f vs frequency difference
Dv/(2p) for metastable helium atom with incident momentu
\kHe. The solid line is for the QED model and the dashed line
the LJ model. The height of the potential barrier is 1.28Er

He, i.e., the
intensity of the strong laser beam has been adjusted to give
same barrier height for both models. The light-shift coefficients
the QED model areuCii u50.8Er

He uCi f u50.16Er
He while for the LJ

model uCii u51.47Er
He and uCi f u50.29Er

He.
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